openSUSE 13.1 Release - action #412
action # 410 (Closed): Publish announcement of RC 1

Send some info about RC 1 for the announcement to jos
2013-05-13 17:57 - Anonymous

Status:

Closed

Start date:

2013-10-05

Priority:

Normal

Due date:

2013-10-09

Assignee:

scarabeus_iv

% Done:

100%

Category:

Marketing

Estimated time:

1.00 hour

Target version:

13.1 RC1

Description
Where are we, what got in, what is coming soon?
anything else developers need to know?
what to test specifically?
What are the biggest known issues?
History
#1 - 2013-05-13 18:00 - Anonymous
- Description updated
- Target version changed from 13.1 Beta 1 to 13.1 RC1
- Subject changed from 2013-09-17 to 2013-10-08
#2 - 2013-10-09 12:37 - lnussel
- Due date changed from 2013-10-08 to 2013-10-09
- Assignee changed from coolo to scarabeus_iv
Since coolo is sick, could you please take over Tomas?
#3 - 2013-10-09 13:01 - scarabeus_iv
KDE-4.11.2
Gnome-3.10
Kernel-3.11.3 + load of btrfs fixes thanks to feedback from beta
snapper-0.1.7 (btrfs)
nginx - finaly built properly
bluez5 - pulseaudio/gnome/kde integration to provide bluez5 is finally in place
plasma-nm - alternative gui for networkmanager in KDE was adjusted and now provides some sane usability
TonObugs fixed and closed
zypper dup from 12.3 should now not render the system unable to log in (quite important fix i hope :P)
Issues/TODO:
calibre is broken (lacks one package to pass review, hopefully for rc2 done).
For rc2 the people can look forward for 4.1.2 release of libreoffice as it missed the window now for tiny bit (didn't have time after we dismantled the lo
team, I did the whole bump in my free time).
We sould include SDL2_ttf in distribution if it pases legal review so we have full SDL2 avail on 13.1.
Prolly something more, I can update this if coolo replies with his script link so I can run it, otherwise this is it.
More bugfixing so everyone is happy.
#4 - 2013-10-10 11:58 - Anonymous
- Status changed from New to Closed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
Done.
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